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CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN ENDANGERED SPECIES 
OF WILD FAUNA AND FLORA 

____________ 

 

Twenty-first meeting of the Plants Committee 
Veracruz (Mexico), 2-8 May 2014 

Interpretation and implementation of the Convention 

Species trade and conservation 

Trees 

Malagasy ebonies (Diospyros spp.) and Malagasy rosewoods (Dalbergia spp.) (Decision 16.152) 

REPORT OF MADAGASCAR ON PROGRESS ON IMPLEMENTING THE ACTION PLAN  
FOR "DIOSPYROS SPP. AND DALBERGIA SPP."», IN COMPLIANCE WITH  

DECISION 16.152 AND ANNEX 3 OF THE DECISIONS OF COP16. 

1. This document has been prepared by Madagascar. 

I. Establish, in collaboration with the CITES Secretariat, a science-based precautionary export quota for the 
listed taxa where an adequate non-detriment finding can be undertaken and clearly documented for any 
species planned for export; 

 Madagascar obtained funding from ITTO-CITES in 2012 and 2013 to establish a method to evaluate wood  
stockpiles using satellite imaging. The subsequent studies proved the viability of mapping methods to 
estimate the potential amount of wood based on an "object-oriented" methodology.  

 The results obtained from eight sites were used to determine the health status of existing populations. 
Findings show that among the 37 species studied (13 species of Dalbergia and 24 species of Diospyros) 
only the populations of 5 species of Diospyros have a good general status.  The majority of the species 
have no individuals for regeneration, and there is a very high risk of these species disappearing.   

 The evaluation of stocks was seriously hindered by the lack of security in the study areas; however, it is 
essential that the work continue both in the harvesting zones, and inside the Protected Areas.  

II. Establish, as appropriate, and with key partners [including the CITES Secretariat, CITES Plants 
Committee, International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO), main importing countries, and national and 
international research/conservation organizations] a process (research, information gathering and 
analysis) to identify the main species to be exported. Workshops should be organized for selected species 
to establish the adequate non-detriment findings required in paragraph 1; 

                                                     
  The geographical designations employed in this document do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the 

CITES Secretariat or the United Nations Environment Programme concerning the legal status of any country, territory, or area, or 
concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. The responsibility for the contents of the document rests exclusively with its 
author. 
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 Madagascar and the Secretariat are coordinating the work on identification of specimens of Diospyros and 
Dalbergia from Madagascar. 

 Several initiatives have been implemented relating to identification: 

 - Anatomical identification, in order to create an atlas of Dalbergia and Diospyros forests in 
Madagascar. This project has been implemented in cooperation with WSL Zurich (Switzerland) and 
will be completed in September 2014; 

 - Identification based on isotope analysis by the team at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (United 
Kingdom); 

 - Phylogeny and molecular analysis of Malagasy Dalbergias by a team at Zurich University (Alex 
Widmer and Sonja Hassöld); 

 - Taxonomic study of species belonging to the genus Diospyros by the Museum of Natural History (Pete 
Lowry, Paris), and Missouri Botanic Gardens (George Schatz); 

 - Updating of the WoodID CD-ROM by the German Scientific Authority, including the most traded 
species from Madagascar;  

 - Building the capacity of the Scientific Authority – Malagasy plants: management of the databases, and 
macroscopic identification of wood obtained from CITES-listed species (this activity is planned for 
May-June 2014, and will be held in Germany); 

 - In August 2013, the Scientific Authority of Madagascar, in cooperation with the Secretariat, organized 
a workshop on NDFs in Antananarivo in order to build the capacity of the members of the Scientific 
Authority, the Management Authority, and the Plants and Animals Committees. Nonetheless, it is 
essential to continue this training and to focus specifically on wood, using the information obtained 
from the project for evaluation of the stockpile and different wood identification techniques.   

III. Collaborate, as appropriate, and with key partners, as indicated in paragraph 2 above, to prepare 
identification material and tests for use in CITES enforcement to identify main taxa as they are traded; 

 Madagascar obtained funding from ITTO--CITES for the collection and creation of a wood 
conservatory/library of specimens for a herbarium of Malagasy species of Dalbergia and Diospyros. 
This work includes preparation of reference material (wood samples, herbarium) for use in 
identification.  

 The Management Authority of Switzerland provided Madagascar with material to equip their laboratory for 
wood anatomy research at the University of Antananarivo. 

 The University of Lausanne (Prof. Lukas Kühn) provided Madagascar with equipment for the molecular 
biology laboratory at the University of Antananarivo in order to support the work of the botany department 
on identification of plant specimens.  

IV. put in place an embargo on export of stocks of these timbers until the CITES Standing Committee has 
approved the results of a stockpile audit and use plan to determine what component of the stockpile have 
been legally accumulated and can be legally exported; 

V. Collaborate, as appropriate, and with key partners, as indicated in paragraph 2 above, to establish 
enforcement mechanisms to assist in implementation of any export quota, stockpile control and opening of 
any legal and sustainable trade utilizing timber tracking systems and other technology as appropriate; 

 Madagascar has shown its political will regarding a restructuring of the precious wood industry, an example 
of which is the letter sent by its Prime Minister (dispatchNo.°123-13/MEF/Mi dated 18th October 2013) in 
reply to the letter from UNESCO CLT/WHC/P/SPU/AFR/13/273 dated 7th October 2013. Madagascar's 
commitment has been further strengthened by the listing of the populations of the species Dalbergia and 
Diospyros in CITES Appendix II on 20th March 2013.  

 Several short-term initiatives have been implemented for the purpose of restricting the production, 
transport, and sale of precious woods:  
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 • Land inspections were carried out in 11 regions affected by trade in precious woods; inspections are 
expected to continue in the future.  

 • A system was created for sea controls through the Cooperation Protocol signed by the Ministry for the 
Environment and Forestry, the Ministry of Fisheries through the Fishing Activities Monitoring Centre, 
and the Ministry of Transport through the Sea and River Port Authority. The aim of the aforementioned 
Protocol is to create a system of sea controls and satellite monitoring of the areas affected by the 
trade in rosewood and mahogany. (Cooperation Protocol enclosed in the Annex hereto) 

 • The system is based on a satellite monitoring tool. The terms of reference for satellite monitoring of 
sea trade in Madagascar, and of the contract entered into with the supplier of this service are currently 
at the signing stage. 

 The sales and export process will comprise the following stages:    

 • The first stage involves identification of locations where confiscated specimens are currently stored, 
and preparation of an inventory. Specimens will be marked, and a chain of custody established to 
ensure that any specimens sold are duly exported.   

 • The sale of stocks will be organized by an international organization with proven experience in the 
sector.  

 • A key has been established for allocation of the proceeds obtained from sales, based on the 
recommendations of the CITES Secretariat. The majority of the income obtained will be used for 
governance, conservation, and community development activities (see Annex: income allocation key 
established in September 2013). 

 The first stage has been divided into two phases: (i) an initial study phase, in which the aim is to draft a 
preliminary support Plan for evacuation of specimens (from confiscation site to port of shipping), and to 
establish a Logistics Plan (estimation of financial and human resources required); and (ii) a second 
practical phase, in which an inventory will be made, and specimens will be marked and transported to 
destination ports.  

 The first phase is currently being concluded.  

 At the same time, the following three studies are underway:   

 - a viability study for the purpose of drawing up an inventory, labelling specimens, and implementing a 
custody system;  

 - a legal assessment in respect of the sale of these specimens;   

 - evaluation of options available to sell off the illegal stockpile of rosewood in Madagascar 

 All activities relating to the restructuring and protection of the rosewood and mahogany industries have 
been funded by the International Development Association (IDA – World Bank). 

 On 6th August 2013, the Steering Committee responsible for management and restructuring of the 
precious wood industry also defined a number of strategic actions to identify the necessary key measures 
to ensure effectiveness, including:   

  to ratify the legitimacy of the Steering Committee by inviting other institutions to join, and by engaging 
decision-makers from all relevant institutions;   

  to guarantee law enforcement by means of exemplary punishment of illegal traders, as provided by 
Order No. 2011-001 dated 8th August 2011, and Decree 2010-141 dated 24th March 2010, and 
further, by creating efficient structures for monitoring effective implementation of the laws in force;  

  to establish an effective communications policy to raise general public awareness, and to use the 
mass media to inform the public of any arrests made, etc.  
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  to safeguard exit channels and protected areas by creating special brigades of highly ethical, 
technically qualified officers to guarantee safety at loading points and parks; to create an offshore 
disuasory force; to raise awareness and ensure that National Parks are staffed by guards entitled to 
issue fines, and to reinforce the role of civil society organizations in monitoring and intervention 
functions;   

  to make the Committee proactive by creating a monitoring unit to handle information in real time, and 
to ensure transparency in all actions implemented.  

 Further funding is requested from donors and partners to implement the above activities.  

2. The Plants Committee is invited to receive, analyze, and evaluate the report submitted by Madagascar on 
the implementation of the plan, and to duly provide assistance and advice on this matter at its 21st 
meeting.   
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 CLÉ DE RÉPARTITION DES RECETTES 

 

Compte Destination des 
fonds 

Lignes de dépenses Ratio % 
recette 
totale  

Ratio pour 
les 
communauté
s locales 

Compte spécial 
gouvernance des 
Bois précieux 

Fonds Forestiers 
National 

 Surveillance et contrôle de 
l’Administration forestière 

 Frais de fonctionnement des dispositifs 
mis en place par l’administration 
forestière centrale pour la gestion des 
bois précieux.  

 Primes pour les informateurs, les 
gardiens séquestres, les agents 
verbalisateurs et les officiers de Police 
Judiciaire ayant participé à la constatation 
des infractions 

 Frais occasionnées par le processus de 
vente des bois et les frais d’audit des 
comptes. 

30% 20%

Compte spécial 
gouvernance des 
Bois précieux 

Fondation pour 
les aires 
protégées et la 
biodiversité de 
Madagascar et la 
Fondation Tany 
Meva 

 

 Frais de gestion des aires protégées 
 Financement des initiatives de gestion et 

gouvernance communautaire des aires 
protégées et des forêts (où sévit 
l’exploitation illicite) 

25% 20%

Compte spécial 
gouvernance des 
Bois précieux 

Fonds de 
Développement 
Local (FDL) 

(Développement 
des collectivités 
territoriales 
décentralisées) 

 

 Actions de renforcement de la 
gouvernance forestière  

 Investissements sociaux et infrastructures 
habilitantes (route, ponts, etc.) au niveau 
des Collectivités Territoriales 
Décentralisées où les produits sont 
originaires  

15% 10%

Trésor public Usage régalien de 
l’Etat à travers le 
Ministère Chargé 
de la pèche et le 
Ministère chargé 
du transport  

 Mobilisation du bateau du Centre de 
Surveillance des Pêches (Antsantsa ou 
Tendromaso) ainsi que pour les vedettes 
rapides destinées à la surveillance des 
côtes. 

 Mobilisation des forces de l’ordre pour 
sécuriser les stocks saisis, les convois de 
bois précieux ainsi que la mobilisation sur 
renseignement des brigades spéciales  

30% 0%

 


